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Already the camp.:iign has

at

Roger

net1ed us our second !>uchprofcs,orship.

OF WHAT WE ARE AS A

named for the Ahlborg Family .ind now

UNIVERSITY AND WHERE
IT IS \XIE WISI I TO GO.

the number

endowed

held by Professor

Fred Could

in

Cons1ruc1ion

1\'1,1n.1gemcnt. These

funds e,ublc

us to attract and retain

high quality faculrv. In addition, rhe e,1111paignhopes 10
raise dollars necessary ro provide scholarship

support

to

Roger \Xlilliams. Few

deserving srudenrs. enabling us ro atlfac1 a diver~t' mosaic

decisions ar rhe University can be made rhar do nor have an

oflearners. We also will look to increase our annual fund so

effect from one area ro anorher.

thar we can srrcngthcn rhe library. athleric programs, l.tbo-

When we arrran

and

rarorics, career planning and placement, service learning.
and orher essential pans of the Univcrsiry.

On page 16 of rhis issue of The Bridg1',vou will see

based on a snaregic analysis and comprehensive understand-

phorographs

ing of whar we are as a university and where ir is we wish

and rhe evcnrual opportunities

ir ro go.

rhe capital campaign is complc1c and your dedicated sup-

Bm, iris also a reflecrion of"listening
Through

to rhc cusromer."

regular meetings wirh studenrs in my office, in

and more clt.:railsregarding 1he kickoff event
1ha1 will be realized when

porr converges wirh our vision for rhc univcrsiry's ti.nun:.
The "silent" phase of the campaign has been undcrw.1y.

Development News

forums, and by walking the campus, we have idenrificd

and I am gratified co :innouncc rh:11already we h:ive raised

• Annual Fall Phonathon

areas of need that will make us an even more srudent-

$15 million-exactly

• EmployeeAnnual Funt! Campaign

centered campus. A new, srare-of-rhe-an, 78,000 square-foor

thanks go to Chairman Ralph R. Papitto. whose lead

• Rt·cem Grants

health and recreation center will provide on-campus activi-

• Waysof Giving

ties for all of our students (as well as faculry and staff).

gift of $5 million generously accclcraccd rhe Universir~•·s
c1mpaig11 forward.
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tally about people. Our campaign is

of orher issues. The capital campaign is a reflection of needs
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rh is region.
lnrcrconnectedness
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rcnova1t.:d r<..:sidence

ma1ion rcchnology.

space, financial aid, dining services, parking and a myriad

Law School News

include

tech classroom in tht Cabelli '>chool of

accept each entering class, we musr consider residence hall
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The Capital Campaign
• Coal o/$30 Million An1101111ad

E.Cuff.Jr.

impact

Other physical irnprovcmcm\

maximum benefits when srraregically
applied. Ir is rhis strategic approach rhat
defines Roger Williams University's $30
million capital campaign rhar was
launched officially in October.
Our capital campaign is linked ro rhe
University'sStrategic Plan. I initiated rhe
planning process in rhe fall of 200 I,
involving more than 100 adminisrrarors,
foculry, and sraff from across rhe campus on seven rask forces. Larer, additional feedback was gathered from trustees, srudems, and external consrimenrs.
The final plan was published in the
spring of 2002. Therefore, we have
embraced srrarcgic planning as an inre-

Steel and Light
• fahibit Dazzlf's ProvidenceNight
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Planning and Our Capital Campaign

features

l·.1x:

An eight-lane swimming pool, new spaces for dance and

half-of

our uliimatc goal. Spccbl

Lasr August, I completed my first year here as president.

aerobics, racquetball and squash couns, and a nearly I 0.000

Ir was a banner year in many respects. bur ic·s never rime ro

square-foot fitness center are all part of the plan, along with

rest on our laurels. I have been impr•~sscd from rhe day

a new gymnasium with searing for 1,500.
Complementing

I arrived wirh the sense of family rha1 the Roger \Xlilliams

this new addition will be rcnovarions

Paolino Center with expansion of our
Srudcnt Union, also parr of our planning. Improvements

University community

to rhe existing

trusrces,

ro the dining areas there have been accomplished

commonaliry-thc
Please panicipare

already.

exudes. Alumni, parents. srudems.

foculry, sraff. friends,

and supporrers

h.1vc a

desire for rhis univcrsiry ro succeed.
in the cerrain success of rhe c.1pit:d

The Last Page

offering a broader variety of healthy meals and snacks to

campaign. In this way) I urge you ro join me in writing 1hc

• "So,Sue Me" byfaculty member Carl Bogus

the campus community.

nexr chaprer-rhc
best chaprer-in
\Xfilliams Universiry.
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RayBradbury
to VisitViaSatellite
Noted science fiction author Ray Bradbury,
a quinrcssential fururisric man who is
nor only an American novelist and short
srory writer bur also an essayist, playwright,
screenwriter and poet, will be the guest
speaker at the Roger Williams Third Annual
Professor John Howard Birss. Jr., Memorial

Lecture on Wednesday, February 19, at
3:00 p.m. in the Feinstein College of Arts
and Sciences.
The lecrnre series is sponsored by Birss
Lecture founder Robert D. Blais, Class of
'70. Bradbury will appear by satellite from
his home in Los Angeles.
Bradbury will respond and provide
commenrary on a presentation delivered
by a keynote lecturer, Bradbury expert
commenraror Or. William F.Touponce.
A professor of English at Indiana University
at Indianapolis, he has written a multitude
of books and articles on science fiction and,
in particular, Bradbury.
The professor will discuss what many
consider ro be Bradbury's masterpiece,
"Fahrenheit 451," a scathing indictment
of censorship set in a future world where
the written word is forbidden. In an anempt
ro salvage their history and culture, a group
of rebels memorize entire works of
literature and philosophy as their books
are burned by the totalitarian state.
Bradbury began to write at the age of
12 and published his first story when he
was 20. Since then, he has published more
than 500 shorr stories, novels, essays, poems,
screenplays, stage plays, and radio plays.
His reputation as a writer of courage
and vision was established with the

MasterofArchitectureProgram
Receives
Accreditation
The Master of Architecrure program has received full accreditation from the National
Architectural Accrediting Board, rerroactive to January I, 2002. The program is being
phased in as the school's professional degree program in architecture. The Master of
Architecture provides increased depth and breadth of study and is complemented by the
SAAHP's new Career Ocvelopmcnr Continuum. The continuum includes graduate
assistantships for advanced level students within the school and with regional architectural
firms to begin their required internship coward licensure and post-graduate fellowship
opportunities with international architecmre firms. Our first postgraduate fellowship is
sponsored by Mani Chowfla Architects in New Delhi, one of India's leading firms.
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publication of "The Martian Chronicles"
in I 950, which describes the first attempts
of Earth people to conquer and colonize
Mars, and the unintended consequences.
Next came "The Illustrated Man" and then,
in 1953, "Fahrenheit451." Other works
include: "The October Country," "Dandelion Wine," "A Medicine for Melancholy,"
"Something Wicked This Way Comes,"
"] Sing the Body Electric 1," "Quicker Than
the Eye," and "Driving Blind."
More recently "Fahrenheit 451" was
produced on the stage in Germany and
will appear off-Broadway this February.
Morion picrnres are being planned for
"The Illustrated Man," "The Martian
Chronicles," "Fahrenheit 451," "A Sound
ofThunder," and "Frost and Fire."
Bradbury's latest novel, "From the Duse
Returned," was published last October, and
a new book of short stories, "One More for
the Road," will be published this spring.
For the second year, in conjunction with
the Birss Lecture, the Feinstein College of
Arcs and Sciences will sponsor a liberal arcs
competition for students.
If you're interested in sponsoring a
lecture series, please contact Shawn BuckJess,
executive director of development and
alumni relations, ac (401) 254-3202.

Distinguished
Leader
LectureSeriesBegins

Third GradeStudents
Experience
CollegeLife
Sophomore Michael Hughes organized
"Byfield at RWU Day" as part of his
service learning as a volunteer at Byfield
Elementary School in Bristol. Twenty-five
chi rd-graders came to Roger Williams on
Saturday, October 5, from I 0:00 a.m. 2:00 p.m., and participated in various
events and tours designed to let them see
what college is like.
The idea for che event evolved when
Hughes noted that the third-graders often
asked him what being a college student
was like. Many viewed the University as
a place to work but couldn't imagine
attending as a student.
"] thought that by inviting chem to
campus, I could share my school with
chem as they had shared theirs with me,
as well as encourage them to think about
going to college," Hughes explained.
Through the efforcs of the Feinstein
Service Learning Office and with the help
of many students, activities were scheduled
throughout the day. After a welcome by
President Nirschel, che children and their
parents toured the campus, exercised in
che Byfield Olympics, had brunch in che
Dining Hall, and enjoyed a carnival of fun
and educational games on the Common.

Prominent Wall Street investor Mario J.
Gabelli, benefactor of the Gabelli School
of Business, spoke ar the Universiry on
Friday, October 18, to kick off Alumni
and Family Weekend. As the inaugural
speaker of the business school's Distinguished Leader Lecture Series, Gabelli
addressed "How To Earn a Double-Digit
Return in a World of Extreme Volatility
and High Valuations."
Gabelli is the chairman, chief executive
officer and chief investment officer of
Gabelli Asset Management, Inc., a widely
recognized provider of investment advice
and brokerage services to mutual funds,
institutional, and high net worrh investors.
A member of the Board of Trustees at
Roger Williams since 1990, Gabelli was
awarded an Honorary Doctor of Business

Lecture series inaugural speaker Mario J. Gabelli

degree and became the business school's
benefactor in 1992.
The Gabelli School ofBu.siness is planning
future lectures for the spring. For more
information, caJI Vinci Bertolino at
(401) 254-3046.

MINDS MEET AND DEBATE
AT THE NEW SOCRATES CAFE
Socrates Cafe, a forum for uninhibited discussion,
opened its symbolic doors chis past semester
to address the first of many philosophical questions
that will be explored in chis new venue.
Discussions are held on Wednesdays at
7:00 p.m. in the Other Place, located
on the first floor of the newly renovated
Student Union. Being open to the public,
as well as the entire campus communityfrom faculty to freshman-a diverse range
of opinions is guaranteed at each session.
The inaugural discussion was held
,
on September 18, starting with a lecture
by Christopher Phillips: author, philosorI
pher, and the founder of the original Socrates Cafe. Phillips stimulated a dialogue
about the nature, cost, and advantage of censorship entitled "On Liberty and Censorship:
Do We Live in a Free Society if the Occasions We Censor Outnumber the Occasions
We Don't?"
Consecutive discussions addressed the justification of violence led by Psychology
Professor Dr. Joseph Neuschatz; the distinction between war and terrorism led by
Dr. Robert Engvall, associate professor of criminal justice; and social consciousness
and moral responsibility led by Dr. Kathleen Micken, associate professor of marketing.
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OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS
OPEN HOUSE IS FULL HOUSE
Fall brought a record 2,000 people to an
open house held on campus. The Office
of Undergraduate Admission and campus
representatives spoke to students from
all around the country about why they
should choose Roger Williams. After
learning of the many programs, activities
and amenities here, we'll hope to see some
of them again next fall for registration.

Melissa McLaughlin
was recently hired
to serve as the
admissions marketing
and communications

coordinaror for the
University. In her
new roll, McLaughlin
is responsible for
coordinating communication among
University staff and external consultants,

"I, Roger Williams" author Mary Lee Settle

Roger,EdgarandH.P.
The Friends of The Library sponsored two
events during October rhar were hosted by
President and Mrs. Nirschel. The first was
a public reading by Mary Lee Settle, author
of"I, Roger Williams," which was part of
the Alumni and Family Weekend festivities
on October 18. (See page 22 for full story.)
The second, in keeping with the season,

Empowering
YoungWomen
The Women's Center co-sponsored a
conference entitled, "Empowering the
Young Women of Rhode Island," on
Wednesday, September 25, at the Residence
and Conference Center. Also sponsored

by the Silent Witnesses of Rhode Island
and rhe YWCA of Northern Rhode Island,
the one-day workshop featured a keynote
presentation by Rosalind Wiseman,

co-founder of the nonprofit group Empower,
based in Washington, D.C., that works
to empower youth and end violence.

representatives from the Women's Re-

Rhode Island: The Literary Connection of
Poe and Lovecraft" and was held on Friday,
October 25.

An advisor to Liz Claiborne's Women's
Work Program, Wiseman has been featured
in The New YorkTimes,PeopleMagazine,
and USA Todayand on television programs
such as "Dateline," "Good Morning

source Center of South County, Child and
Family Services, Woonsocket School
Department, and the Women's Resources
Center of Newport and Bristol Counties
rounded our the day.

Presented by literary critic and lecturer

in chat Lovecraft was a native of Providence

and Poe frequented the ciry as a visitor.
The closer connection, as Hoffecker
explained, was the influence on Lovecraft
of Poe's phantasmagoric outpourings in

poetry and prose. She traced the various
connections between the two authors

from 1809 ro I 937, the dares marking the
birth of Poe and the death of Lovecraft.
The Friends ofThe Library are in the
midst of planning future programs for the
winter and spring with events renrarively

scheduled for February, March, and
April. For more information on the
Friends of The Library or future events,
call (401) 254-3031.
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ECO-ACTION 2002
SPRINGS FORWARD
Admiring the plaque on a
rustic furniture bench built
by members of the Philips
Academy (Andover, Mass.)
Class of 1964 during
Eco-Action 2002, a community
service project held at Roger
Williams University in August
are: (I tor) Roger Williams
Assistant Professor of Marine
Biology Andrew Tate, Project
Coordinator Dewolf Fulton,
and Roger Williams Executive
Direcror of Public Affairs Rick Goff. The weekend project identified and tagged over
20 trees along a nature walk and planted 50 native saplings in scenic waterfront spots.
Also working on the project were the Bristol Tree Society, Save The Bay, and the
Rhode Island Nursery and Landscape Association.

Roger Williams has
named Michele Allaux
a grant officer in the
Office of Development.
Allaux will work
with the faculty and
administration in

communication with consultants and
internal audiences. With seven years of

developing grant
proposals for institutional and academic program needs and
will help coordinate foundation, corporate,
federal, and scare fundraising efforts.
Allaux comes to Roger Williams from
Salve Regina University in Newport, R.I.,
where she held the position of development research specialist. Ar Salve, she was
responsible for individual, corporate, and
foundation research and worked with the

professional marketing experience, she began

campus community to develop grant

her career in the promotions departments
of several Providence radio stations.

proposals. She also has worked as the
assistant director of the Dia Arr Foundation-Harrison Street in New York and
owned a textile design company in
Manhattan where she worked with over
300 design houses.
With a bachelor's degree, magna cum
laude, in art and art history from the State
University of New York, Oswego, Allaux
holds a master's degree in fine art from the
San Francisco Art Institute.

of internal and external admission

America," and "Oprah." Her groundbreaking work with middle and high
school girls brings to light cliques, gossip,
backbiting, and other gender-related
issues that shape young women's lives.
Also, Dr. Maureen Macera, deputy
superintendent of the Woonsocket School
Department, discussed "How Do We
Become Mentors for Today's Young
Women?" A panel discussion entitled,
"How Communities Ger Involved," with

was entitled "Horror and Mystery in

Felicity Hoffecker, the program explored
the haunring lives and stories of Edgar
Allan Poe and H. P Lovecraft. The two
authors shared a Rhode Island connection

4

overseeing the purchasing and placement
of advertisements, managing the production

Prior to joining Roger Williams University, she worked as director of annual
giving and constituent relations for
Western University of Health Sciences,
hanclling special events, volunteer scholarship
committees, and the Annual Fund. Manning
is a graduate of Azusa Pacific Universiry.

publications, analyzing results of advertising
efforts, and making recommendations
for future strategies.

McLaughlin served as the marketing
manager at The Jan Companies in
Cranston, R.I., before joining Roger
Williams. While there, she was responsible
for advertising budgets and overseeing

A graduate of the University of Rhode
Island, McLaughlin received her bachelor's
degree in communications studies.

OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT
Geri Manning was
recently promoted to
director of alumni
relations & annual
giving. Since 1999,
Manning has held the
position of director

of annual giving &
constituent relations,

working closely with Alumni.
Most recently, Manning has worked
with parents to establish the Roger
Williams University Family Association.
This group will assist the University
community in many areas such as Career

Services, Admissions and Development.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGES
The Advisory Board for
the University Colleges
presented the Thomas
J. Carroll Outstanding
Teacher Award to
Dr. Bruce Thompson,
professor of social and
health servicesin the
Open College.
During his 25 years at Roger Williams,
Dr. Thompson fostered growth and

development of the social and health
services program, which currently offers a
baccalaureate degree and several certificate
programs. Outside of his work at the
University, he co-authored a book on social
work entitled "HIV and Social Work:
A Practitioner's Guide," which is being
used in social work graduate programs
across the nation.

Dr. Thompson also has contributed
to several publications, given numerous
presentations at professional conferences
and meetings, and maintained a number

of professional affiliations and clinical
social work licenses. He has been a visiting
professor at the Smith College School
for Social Work and at Trinity College in
Dublin, Ireland, and was an assistant
clinical professor in the Department of
Community Health at the Brown University
Medical School. Dr. Thompson maintains
a psychotherapy practice in Providence,
providing short- and long-term treatment
for individuals, couples, and families,
focusing on issues related to the HN virus.
John Srour, dean of the Open College,
noted char the award is named in honor of
Thomas Carroll, a long-rime member of
the University Colleges' faculty, who was
the first recipient of the Advisory Board's
reaching award. He further stared char the
award "recognizes the significant contribu-

tions Dr. Thompson made to Roger
Williams University through demonstrated
teaching effectiveness to adult students, as

well as his contributions to his profession."
Thompson holds a B.A. from Bosron
College, an M.S.W. from Syracuse
University, an S.M. from Harvard University, and a Ph.D. from Smith College. In
addition, he completed advanced study
at the University of Southern California,
Trinity College in Dublin, Ireland, and
most recently at Harvard Medical School.

Peter B. Wilbur, vice president of finance
and administration, has been elected to the
Exeter Town Council, and Ray Cordeiro,
associateathletic director, has been re-elected
to the Bristol Town Council.
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FEINSTEIN COLLEGE
OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Associate Professors of Pclirical Science
Dr. June Speakman and Dr. Ernest Greco
ran for political office in their local
communiries. Speakman won a spot on
rhe Barringron Town Council while Greco
was defeared in rhe primary.
English Professor Dr. Deborah
Robinson and Visiting Assistant Professor
Dr. Glenna Andrade presented papers ar
rhe Jungian Literary Conference.
Dr. Bruce Burdick, professor of mathematics, prcsenrcd a paper ar the Workshop
on Topology in ompurer Science.
Associare Professor of Biology Marcie
Marston, and rcccnr graduates Jennifer
Salle of Lunenberg, Mass., and Pam
Brannock ofGlenmonr, N.Y., presented
their research ar the Ninth National
Conferrncc of rhe Council for Undergraduate Research.
AJso presenting research was Dr. Kerri
Warren, assistant professor of biology, and
student Leigh Smith '04 ofTallmadge, Ohio.
Marston and Dr. Martine VillalardBohnsack, professor of biology, have
published an article in rhe}ournnl
1

of Phycology.
Associate Professor of Writing Studies
Dr. Nancy Nester had an article included
in a new anrhology, "New Readings
in American Drama: Somerhing's
Happening Here."
Dr. Rosalie Franks, an adjunct member
of the Deparrmenr of Writing Studies, was
one of 15 college professors elected from
throughout rhe country robe a Fellow of
rhe Institute on rhe Holocaust and Jewish
Civilization at orthwestern University.

GABELLI SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Assistant Economics Professor Dr. Priniti
Pancby published articles in two economics
publicarions, lnternrttional Advances in
Economics Research and Applied Economics.
Dr. Richard Bernardi, professor of
accounting, has been ranked in the top
one percent of au rho rs by rhe }ournnl of
BusinessErhics.The article, "A Ranking of
rhe Most Productive Business Ethics
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Scholars: A Five-Year Study," included
statistics for 2,371 national and international business ethics scholars. Dr. Bernardi
also recently had an article published in
The }ournnl of PrivnreEnterprise.
Also, Dr. Bernardi served as the 2002
symposium chair of the Seventh Annual
Professionalism and Ethics Symposium
and presented a paper.
Management Professor Robert Scott
had an article selected as a feature in the
journal ofAccountancyand one in the
August 2002 issue of the arional Public
Accountant.
Business management Assistant
Professor Susan Bosco and Professor Diane
Harvey had a research article accepted for
publication in rhe peer-reviewed College

St11de111
journal.
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, ART
AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Dean Srephen White participated in
rhe AINRhode Island Young Architects
Forum in October 2002 discussing new
relationships between architectural education
and practice.
Professor Hasan-Uddin Khan published
an article in rhe book, "Back from Utopia:
The Challenge of rhe Modern Movement."
Assistant Professor Nermin Kura
participated in the November-December
2002 show, "Tastefully Tawdry," at the
Wexler Gallery in Philadelphia, Pa.
Associate Professor Philip Marshall
presented a paper ar the International
Conference for rhe Rehabilitation and
Reuse of Historic Buildings and Districts.
Assistant Professor Michael Rich's work
appeared in Arrlink@Smheby's, "International Young Arr: Selected Finalists 19982002" and also ar rhe Genia Schreiber
University Arr Gallery, Tel Aviv University.
Adjunct Professor Myron Srachiw was a
speaker in the Third Mashantucker Pequot
History Conference and was named to the
Connecticut Trust for Hisroric Preservation Board.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Dr. Rachel L. McCormack, assistant
professor of education, caught a course on
Action Research Methods to a group of

18 teachers on the island of Nantucket,
Mass., chis past summer and fall. Because
of the isolated nature of Nan tucker's
school district, these teachers were unable
to pursue professional development or
continue their education. Since the
teachers could nor come to the School
of Education, McCormack brought the
school ro them. The course began in
June and culminated on November 16
at the first antucker Teacher as
Researcher Conference.

SCHOOL OF JUSTICE STUDIES
Robert Engvall, associate professor of
criminal justice, had two articles appear in
Educationnnd Urban Societyand in the

Comempomry),mice Review.
Lisa Newcity, assistant professor of legal
studies, made a presentation at the National
Conference of the American Association
for Paralegal Education.

STUDENT AFFAIRS
Director of Judicial Affairs and Community Standards Heidi Hartzell was part
of a conference committee for the Eighth
Annual Association for Student Judicial
Affairs (ASJA) Circuit I Drive-in Conference.
Tripp Hutchinson and LaVerne
Singleroni coordinators of residence
education, presented a program at the
conference. Emily Walsh '03 of Mont
Vernon, N.H., the student chair of the
Women's Center, and Jen Stanley, director
of residence life and the Women's Center,
were selected to present a session at the
annuaJ National Association of Srudenr
Personnel Administrators ( ASPA)
conference.
Stanley also co-presented another session
sponsored by the NASPA New Professional
and Grad Student Knowledge Community, for which she is the regional chair.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGES
Professor of Public Administration
Steven M. Esons was elected as president
of the Rhode Island Chapter of the
American Society for Public Administration (ASPA).

SCHOOL

news

NEW APPOINTMENTS
Law School
Director of
Admissions
Michael W. Boylen
is rhe new director
of admissions.
Boylen, of Quincy,
Mass .. was most
recently the associate director of admissions
at Suffolk University Law School, Boston,
Mass. He has spent the last seven years
working in higher education in both
admissions and career services. He also
participated in the execution of the Northeast Association of Pre-Law Advisors
2000 Conference and the Council on
Legal Education Opportunity Summer
Institute 2000.
Director Boylen received a masters of
science in political science with a concentration in professional politics from Suffolk
University, Boston, and a bachelor of arcs
degree in government from the University
of Notre Dame, South Bend, Ind.

Assistant Director of Admissions
Renee E. Alren, Esq.,
has been named
assistant director of
admissions. Aleen, of
Cumberland, R.I.,
served as legal
recruitment coordinator in the career
services office at New
England School of Law.
Aleen also has clerked for the Law Office
of Edward Greer, Esq., Brookline, Mass.,
and has been a legal department intern for
Unity Mutual Life Insurance Company,
Syracuse, N.Y. Aleen also gained experience
as a legislative intern for the Office of State
Senator Arthur Dorman, Annapolis, Md.
She was admitted ro the Massachusetts
Bar in 200 I and is a member of the
American Bar Association.

Associate Director of Feinstein
Institute for Legal Service
Elizabeth Tobin Tyler,
Esq., has become the
associate director of the
Feinstein lnstirure for
Legal Service.
Tyler earned a juris
doctor from Norrheasrern University
School of Law in
1998, a master of arcs degree in English in
1992 and a bachelor of arcs degree with
honors in the humanities in 1986 from the
University of Texas ar Austin. She is a
member of the Rhode Island Bar Association.
Most recently, Tyler directed the Lead
Paint Legal Project, a collaboration among
Rhode Island Children's Friend and
Service, the HELP Lead Safe Center, and
Roger Williams University School of Law.
From 1998-2000, Tyler was a policy
analyst for the non-profit organization
Rhode Island KIDS COUNT in Providence. In addition. she is a visiting lecturer
ar the A. Alfred Taubman Center for
Public Policy ar Brown University where
she reaches Family Law & Policy.
While at Northeastern University School
of Law,Tyler interned at the Boston Medical
Center's Family Advocacy Program and
rhe Massachusem Office of rhe Attorney
General. She also worked as a court advocate
for domestic violence victims in the
Massachusetts Dorchester District Court.

Professor Bogus Granted Tenure
Professor Carl T. Bogus
was granted tenure
and promoted ro full
professor. Professor
Bogus published this
year, "Why Lawsuits
Are Good For Americi."
He edited The Second

Amendment in law
and History: Historians and Constitutional

areas of his research: second amendment
gun control law and product liability. (See
his commentary on the lawsuit system on
The Last Page.)

Orientation Takes
on a New Dimension
The Roger Williams University School
of Law Feinstein Institute for Legal Service
coordinated community service projects
throughout Brisrol, Warren, and
Middletown, R.I., ro conclude orientation
week for incoming law students.
Over 70 faculty, staff, and students
participated in the community service evenr
held on August 17, 2002. This was the first
rime the School of Law organized projects
as part of the orientation program. The
afternoon was designed ro introduce law
students ar rhe beginning of their legal
careers ro the concept of serving chose
in need.
Project sires included rhe Audubon
Society of Rhode Island, rhe Porrer League
for Animals, rhe Coggeshall Farm Museum,
East Bay Head Starr, Lucy's Hearth,
rhe Meracom Manor Health Center, the
Rhode Island Vererans Home, rhe Brisrol
Animal Shelter, and the Women's Resource
Center. Project leaders included professors,
srudcnr group leaders, adminisrrarors, and
staff. Volunteers spent their hours escorting
veterans to a baseball game, cleaning a
playground, sorting clothing donations,
painting buildings, moving furniture,
playing bingo with rhe elderly, and walking
abandoned dogs.
In addition to this voluntarism, srudenrs
at the School of Law are required to engage
in law-related public service in order ro
graduate. Roger Williams is one of only 15
law schools in the country with such a pro
bono requirement. Throughout the five-day
orientation, law students participated in
simulation exercises, srudy skills sessions,
simulated depositions, group writing
assignments, and fundamentaJ law classes.

Scholars011the Right ro BearArms. Other
scholars and judges have cited his work
more than 200 rimes. He has established a
narionaJ reputation in the two primary
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The

Scienceof

eahorse
exuality
By Rick Goff

Sarah Jones knows
something you
don't know. Unless,
of course, you've
been studying the
reproductive behavior
of seahorses in your
spare time and
understand how long
the male's gestation
period is. That's right.
The male.

Jones, a Roger Williams sophomore majoring in marine biology,
is the principal student investigatoron a researchproject exploring
the potential development of a marine aquaculture research
center in Rhode Island to breed and supply ornamental fish
for sale commercially.
Annual worldwide trade of marine ornamental species
is estimated at more than $7 billion. Believeit or not, the
Ocean State ranks last in the nation for value of aquaculture
product with shellfishcomprising nearly all the state's
production. Jones and her faculty colleague,Skip Pomeroy,
professorof marine sciences,and Brad Bourque, manager
of the CEED (Center for Economic and Environmental
Development) wet lab, hope to change char by helping to
establish an economicallyviable ornamental fish industry
locally.In addition to the seahorsesrhat Jones studies,
clownfishand peppermint shrimp are also being observed.
"This project is a very exciting step for me. I'm able to see
how what I learn in the classroomapplies rhrough research
outside the classroom,"Jones explained.
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However, the shorter gestation span and constant male

"This project, and others under the auspices of the

marine species are captured. Additionally, the diminutive

pregnancy might have an adverse effect on survival and

Aquaculture Initiative, has its definite place in moving

seahorses-about

growth of seahorse young.

toward a commercial endeavor chat could have a significant

They are harvested accidentally when other sought-after
five to six inches as adults-typically

inhabit some of the world's most endangered ecosystems

the optimal water temperature that will yield the largest

market demand, along with stressful environments, is

number of young, in the shortest time, and with the lowest

Roger Williams University, the Shedd Aquarium in Chicago,

mortality rate. The research will move to a higher level

would suit her just fine. Right now, it's about her college

when the first young are born.

days at Roger Williams ... about academics .. about social
seahorses and how they can help shape an academic career-

size, infant survival and growth. She charts readings and

and commercial facility to help jumpstart the state's

just ask Sarah Jones. She knows.

observations at regular intervals while monitoring six pair

aquaculture efforts.

of captive seahorses to determine the best water temperature
to stimulate courrship and breeding. The 12 adults are

funding was awarded through the Rhode Island Aquaculture

consistencies. Seahorse males-much

Initiative, a collaborative effort of institutions and agencies

counterparts-grow

that has been supported by U.S. Senator Jack Reed.

the female.

like their human

competitive over the attentions of

s hopes to discover thro
rmal
What Jone
ture that will yield Ugh her research is the op '
r tempera
the 1.
b
f young,
wate
est time, and with the
argest num er o
10
in the short
West mortality rate.
All in the name of science, Jones is, on occasion, an
interested intruder during the seahorses' unusual macing

CEED's wet lab, overlooking rhe rolling lawn that spills

ritual. The seahorse mates greet each ocher at dawn for

down to the shores of Mt. Hope Bay. She is studying several

several days. They interlock rails. They swim together.

environmental conditions and their effect on seahorses.

The male possesses a pouch, which he swishes out during
courcship to prepare for receiving the eggs from the female.

her aquatic charges. "Seahorses have the head of a horse, the

On the day of conception, the pair rises to the top of the

pouch of a kangaroo, and the prehensile tail of a monkey.

tank and, with their tails once again intertwined, the

And they have distinct personalities too. Some are shy and

female deposits her eggs into the male's pouch for fertilization.

others are very outgoing."

The eggs embed themselves in the pouch lining-a

Seahorse populations in the world's oceans are declining

like structure-which

placenta-

creates an 0s1noric environment,

mostly due to human factors. The creatures are caught

preparing the young for life outside the pouch. In open

and used for traditional medicines, aquariums, and curios.

waters, the average gestation period is 20 to 28 days. The
brood size ranges widely from 20 to 1,200. Previous research
has shown broods over 1,300, gestation as brief as 14 days,
and a year-round breeding season in elevated temperatures.
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life .. and about her research. So, if you want to know about

interested in the possible development of a marine research

separated as mated pairs in six ranks since nature has its

"They're fascinating," Jones observed when speaking of

Professor Pomeroy indicated chat the University is

and its influence on the seahorses' gestation length, brood

and management company in Charlestown, R.l. The

Jones, a former intern at the Shedd, spends a lot of hours

For Sarah Jones, those considerations are not the top
priority just yet, although expanded career opportunities

healthy numbers.

Ill., and Something Fishy, Inc., an aquarium systems design

doing her research among the tanks and aquariums in

economic impact in the near future," he said.

outstripping the seahorses' ability to reproduce and sustain
The key element that Jones investigates is water temperature

The three-year, $125,000 project is a collaboration of

What Jones hopes to discover through her research is

such as sea grass beds, coral reefs, and mangroves. The

Architects Attempt to
Alter the Universe

Ever since the beginning of time, man has attempted
to alter the universe, especially his environmental
landscape. Spectacular monuments of grandeur, opulent
palaces, and other rich architectural wonders have risen
over the ages. Yet, with all our knowledge, mysteries
like the Neolithic monuments at Stonehenge and the

By Lori Kershner
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Egyptian pyramids still escape our understanding.
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According co Macaulay, working on rhe project was a fantastic
design experience: creating sroryboards for the digiral movie
(a technique borrowed from film directors), projecting images
on ten-foot models, and summer meetings on the decks of rhe

Hot Club overlooking the hurricane barrier.
"All the work and planning culminated in a fleeting event, leaving,

A life'slessonlearnedin college
carriedthisalumthrougha
successful
30-yeardirectingcareer

we hope, a visual impression burned into rhe retina-of gorgeously
transformed industrial srrucrures on the Providence River."

graduation, about w step our on my own
and enter the real world. James, in his glO\ving accolades, compared me ro rhe great
Harold Prince. I was blown away and ir was
an awesome responsibility ro live up ro his
expectations.
"Ir inspired and instilled in me a desire

n Tippe '72, as a film director and
producer in Hollywood, has
worked with a long list of film and
movie star legends such as the lace Chris
Farley, "Frasier" scar Kelsey Grammer,
"Lord of rhe Rings'' Elijah Wood, and
megascars, Jim Carrey and basketball great
Michael Jordan.
Tippe has directed and produced many

lt
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be different, and to chink that I could offer something special co the world of theto

ater. Ir's been such a wonderful thing ro

carry me through life. Ir had a profound effect on me rhen and srill carries me through
a rough profession even roday... "
The srudenr and his mentor still corre-

popular morion pictures, films and digiraJani-

spond 30 years lacer...even during a difficult

mations including "Close Call," the Academy
Award-nominated film "Runaway Brain,"

"SpaceJam" starring Michael Jordan, "Shrek,"
"The Incredible Mr. Limper," scarringJim
Staats, a fervent Red Sox fan as well as founder and president
of Friends of Cardines Field, enlisted his students co restore,
or remove and replace, che deteriorating bleachers that were
constructed in 1944.
Like our national pastime's "boys of summer," the students

enjoyed more than a few moments in the sun. The project not
only included the group's classroom design for the bleachers, but
the on-sire, physical labor coo. The combination of brains and

he was visitingthe RogerWilliamscampus
during Alumni and Family Weekend in
October.He graciouslyagreedto an inter-

Driving his success in life and career
for many years in an industry char is chal-

Swinging hammers rather than baseball bars, the students also

lenging, has been the words of his former

utilized saws, scrapers, nails and paint co get the job done.

theater professor and mentor, James RooseEvans. Apparently, Professor Roose-Evans

and producerin Hollywoodand his undergraduateeducationat RogerWilliamsprepared him for an excitingand fidjilling ca-

left a profound mark on Tippe as a young,

reerin the entertainmentfield.

modern material. The group cackled one six-foot bay at a time
and used durable plastic co bolster existing structure or create
new seating.

Staats estimates that the value of the university's involvement
totaled $90,000 in time and labor, which supplemented grant

how hisprofessionalexperienceas a director

che Roger Williams Theatre in London Program during his senior year in I 972, the
first year the program was offered.
He recalls the professor's words to this
day as if it were then:

who had the utmost respect for rhe man as
a professor and theater professional," ex-

plained the producer. "His words have
driven me through the good and the bad
times, some of these the darkest, deepest
moments 111 my career.

Professor Jeffrey Staats, the advanced design studio team spent

might well be the educational opportunity gained by the students.

nine weeks last summer restoring and refurbishing the third base

The Newport community and its baseball fans benefited as well.

me ...you have an exceptional way of looking

"Because it was rhe first time some-

bleachers at Cardines Field in Newport, one of the most venerable

Using a line-with

the baseball movie

at the art form of theater that is different and

and historic baseball parks in the country and home of the

classic,"Fieldof Dreams,"Staats refersco the Cardines Fieldeffon

Newport Gulls and other local teams.

by stating simply, "Restore it, and they will come."

unique. Useyour talent wisely-what [ expect
from you is great things.""
"Wow! This was an amazingly empowering thing co say co a student like myself,

body showed professional confidence in me.
I'd had great support and faith instilled in
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coaching-of

Architecture

funding from other sources, although the project's true value

some refurbishment-from

Although che director still loved what
he did, he was growing increasingly frustrared because he just wasn'r making
enough money to survive. After devoring
himself to cheater, realizing a life's dream of
directing stage plays in London. Bosron.

Rhode Island, New York, and Chicago-he
still had to work odd jobs to support himself, including work as a cook and waiter.
So, the director did whar he alwa~,s did
and wrote ro his menror asking for guidance

and dramatizing his plight. At the rime, Professor James Roose-Evans said something
rhat sruck with him while he considered
changing careers, "You'refinding our that
what you wanted ar 19 is not necessarily
what you may wanr or need ar 30, 40, or

50. Change is good. Take rhe chance. Always take rhe risk." Ir was rhen that Tippe

impressionable college student enrolled in

"James said to me, 'Every twenty years
or so a professor comes across a student who
is exceptional. You are that student for

Under the supervision-and

14

The Bridge caughtup with Ron Tippewhile

work that follows the design phase of an architectural project.

The salvageable portions of che bleachers, about 80 percent,

learned, sometimes so does architecture.

(A children's entertainment company)

Member, President's Advisory Council

on "Creativityftom A to Z "He discussed

were restored while other sections were removed and replaced with

and a smart approach. As thirteen Roger Williams's students

Tippe now runs his own company,
WOOF! Entertainment Inc., a children's
enterrainmenr company, where he serves
as co-chief executive officer and president.
He is presently overseeing pre-production
on a series of direcr-ro-videos enrided, "Blue

view and to conduct a series of workshops
for students and the university community

was a way co develop the students' appreciation of the hands-on

When executed properly, baseball requires both physical ability

and the Wolf Man," co-produced by George
Lucas's lndll5trial Light and Magic.

Jean Teddy," and is in active development
on a CGl animated feature, "Cheque Maces."

brawn created a unique learning experience. According to Staats, it

Architecture Students Hit a Home Run

Carrey, and UniversaJ Studio's "Frankenstein

Ron Tippe '72
Director & Producer in Hollywood
Co-CEO/President of
WOOF! Encercainmenc, Inc.

career decision when Tippe rhought he was
ready to make a change from rheater to film.

Why'

me from my rwo professors at the rime, Bill

Grandgeorge and Richard Matthews, bur
these words were different. I was close co

came upon rhe Rhode Island adage thar he
had heard frequently when growing up: ''I
was making a living, nor living.'' So he ser

about to live. And live he did 1
He took what he had learned on the
road in theater productions to his ongoing
successful career in film. Evenrually,
through a couple of twists and rums and
rrials as a screenwriter, he landed his first

film producing job working for Walt
Disney Feature Animation where he managed rhe Paris, France, feature animation

studio and produced his first film. The
rest is now the history of Ron Tippe's life.
ROGER
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Renderingsof the rerremionce11ter's
future pool, health 111ul
fimess center,and bmketba/1coun
designedby Gamemane & McMullen, Architerrs11ndEngineers,Boston.

M

ore than 130 friends of Roger Williams University
were guests of rhc Trustees and President and
Mrs. Roy J. Nirschel at an October 19 reception and

dinner, kicking off a $30-million capiral campaign. The event was
held in the lobby of the CEED building, which was decorated and

T

lighted in autumnal acccrus. Attendees nor only had a chance
ro meet and socialize. but also were entertained by the premier
of''Bridge

to

rhe Future.'' a 10-minure video chronicling rhe

he centerpiece of the capital

fitness center, a new basketball courr,

campaign's scholarly endeavors

studenr offices, a commuter lounge and

represents support for srudent

other amenities. Along with renovations and

scholarships and faculty support through

improved food selections in che Student

endmved chairs, technology and orher

Union's dining areas, the building is

assets. These learning and reaching areas

scheduled for major expansion. Preliminary

He described the strarcgic vision for Roger \Xlilliams regarding

of emphasis will receive approximately 40

plans are under consideration to refurbish

expansion of rhe campus through construction as well as enhance-

percent of the campaign funding when

or construct upgraded performing ans

ment of scholarly :ind academic opportunities

adding a moderate amount ro bolster the

space. The campus master plan includes an

faculty. The capital campaign, scheduled to be completed in

University's annual fund. Approximately

attractive, more welcoming main entrance

2005, is rhe first such comprehensive initiarive for the Universiry.

the remaining 60 percent of the campaign's

co the campus.

To dare, the campaign has reached the halfway point of the

$30 million total will be applied to presenr

niversiry's pasr, cclcbr:ning irs prescnr. and building anriciparion
for furure plans. President Nirschel addressed the group.

Prnidem ,md J\frs. Roy}. Nirsrhelmjoy a momem with 1\/rs.EileenSlomm.

for students and

niversiry's goal due ro generous leadership gifrs and granr support.

and future improvements to che physical
campus. New construction and renovarion
ro rhe Paolino Recreation Center starred in
spring of 2002. The nearly 80,000 squarefoot facility will house an eight-lane
swimming pool, a modern health and
Left ro right: Tom Schumpert, RobertStoico, CEO of FirstFedrmd newly
electedtrusteeof R\1<IU,
Jim Carey,retired CEO ofSl11desFerryBank.
Bob FishaofCelsim ft/ms.

Bo11rdChaimum R,dph R. P11piuo
and PresidentNirsrhel.
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Improvementswill continue ro rhe Student Union.

Present

Pd fu
1mproverrit

Student scholarships
Faculty support

New constrL c•
dnd rericva

to the P10
Rec ed:1on Cen
Ma1or exp, ns,on
the Student Un ,n
New main entrance

to campu

Endowed chairs
Technology
Other assets

DEVELOPMENT

report

Students
CallOver12,000AlumniandParents
The 2002/03 Roger Williams University
John A. Mainranis, Jr. '06, Melissa Manship
Annual Fund Fall Phonathon is underway.
'05, Gretchen Mayr '05, Greg Nowak '04,
Srudents ::ire reconnecting with our alumni
Ashley Newcomb '04, Elizabeth Ptaszynski
and asking for thl"ir supporr for rhc Annual
'04, Joanna Sabella '04, Heather Soss '03,
Fund. In addition to talking wirh
alumni, swdents :uc calling parcnrs
and asking for their support of rhe
Parents Fund. The goal for rhis Fall
is S55,000 1
Under rhc le1dership of seniors
Jessica Larimer '03. Jacki Silvan '03,
Jason Ojeda '03. Katrina Birringer
'03, and junior Karie Vassili '04,
student callers will place over 12,000
calls over the next sever~d months to
reach the goal. Srudenrs are grateful
for rhe conversation and rhe financial
support no m:1rrcr rhc size of chc gift.
The Class ol 2003 student
2002103 A1111u11I
Ftou/ F1dlStudent Callers.
callers include: Melissa Arroyo '04,
Kimberly Belanger '05, Tracy Bisaillon '03,
Jillian Vieira '05, Tricia Wagner '04, and
Jason Booras '03, Jennifer Brookes '04,
Scarr Woodbury '03.
Jennifer Callan '04, Jana Cherwinski '05,
If you would like to make a contribution
Meredith Clifford '05, Sara Coleman '03,
to the Annual Fund or the Parents Fund,
Guadalupe Cuellar '05, Jessica Downing '05.
please comacr Geri Manning, direcror of
Barbara Dubuske '03. Christina Favre '04,
alumni relations & annual giving ar (40 I)
Lauren Gage '05, Chrisropher Hyde '04,
254-321 Gorby email at gmanning@twu.edu.

EmployeeAnnualFundCampaignKicksOff
The 2002/03 Roger Williams University
Employee Annual Fund Campaign has just
kicked-off Over rhe past year. the University
has developed new programs. srudem enrollmenr has increased and there are many physical plam changes such as the renovarion of the
Paolino Recreation Center and the Srudenr
Union. This growth is only possible through
the support of rhe entire University family.
Last year, employee panicipation in the
Annual Fund soared to 42 percent up from
35 percent rhe previous year. This year, each
of the chairs has ser rheir sights on increasing
rhe overall parriciparion to 50 percent.
The following individuals have stepped
up to lead rhe 2002/03 Roger Williams University Employee Annual Fund campaign.
Each have sent lerrers ro their peers asking
for their support. RWU - Administration
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Chairs are Dean Marie DiBiasio and Dean
Pere, Deekle; Sraff Chairs are: Deborah
Sylvia, Bursar; Richard Dias, Facilities;
Diana Kelly and Mary Dionisopoulos,
Clerical Technicals; Sreven Melo, Dining
Services; Faculty Chairs are: Robert
Blackburn, Charles Trimbach and Cliff
Timpson, Feinstein College of Arts and
Sciences; Susan Bosco, Gabelli School
of Business; Rachel McCormack, School
of Education; Roseann Evans, School of
Architecture, Art and Historic Preservation;
Fred Gould, School of Engineering,
Com puring and Construction Management;
Lisa Newcity, School of Jusrice Studies;
Bruce Thompson, University College; and
representing the School of Law are: Administration, Linda Vieira; Faculty, B. Mirehell
Simpson, Ill; and Scaff, Debi Curry.

Waysof Givingto RogerWilliams
University

A Report from Development
on Recent Grants
Foundation Gifts
$125,000

Clownfish, Seahorses and Shrimpto dot the
Marine Landscape - Roger Williams Marine
Ornamental Aquaculture Research Center

Funded
As a continuum of the R.I. Aquaculture
Initiative, reported on in the last edition of
The Bridge. which was largelymade possible

•1

Roger Williams University encourages alumni, parents and
friends ro include the University in rheir annual charitable
giving plans. Annual contributions are vital ro rhe University because the funds raised may be put to immediate use
for scholarships, academic needs and student services, thus
enhancing the educational experience for our students.

through the efforts of Senator Jack Reed,
the Roger Williams Development Office
announces that the proposed Marine
Ornamental Aquaculture ResearchCenter
receiveda $125,000 gift to implement
breeding and production procedures and

standards for false percula clownfish,spotted
seahorses,and peppermint shrimp to

determine if they can be adapted to Rhode
Island for market production. The project ls
headed by ProfessorSkip(Harold)F.
Pomeroy.(See related story on page 8.)
$79,750
RI Sea Grant College Program Awards
University Grant for Grateloupia doryphora Just Another Name for Species of Seaweed

The Rhode IslandSea Grant College
Program has awarded Roger Williams with

a $79,750 grant to fund a study of a
bioinvasive seaweed, called Grateloupia
doryphora, and its impact on native algae
in Rhode Island waters. The project will be
headed by Professor Marcia Marston.
$32,500
The Bridge To SuccessProgram Succeeds in
Attracting Major Donors
The Bridge to SuccessProgram has
received funding from the following
foundations:
• PrinceCharitableTrusts·
$10,000
• Bankof Newport $10,000
• The Herbert E. & DaisyA.
StrideMemorialFoundation- $7,500
• The TJXFoundation,Inc. • $5,000
The Program is a collaboration between
Roger Williams University and Rogers High
School that uses undergraduate mentors to
encourage and improve minority student
accessand retention at institutions of higher
learning. The first students to graduate from
the Bridge To SuccessProgram arrived on
campus this year to become Roger Williams's

There are many ways ro give ro the University.

Cash gifts (checks, money orders or credit cards) are
an easy way ro contribute ro the University. Cash gifts of
any size make an immediate impact on the campus.
New this year is on-line giving. You may visit our
website ar www.rwu.edu, click on giving ro RWU and
follow the steps ro making your gift on-line.
Each year the Annual Fund program conducts a phonathon during which current students contact alumni and parents ro ask for their support by making a pledge to the Annual
Fund. Although these are considered annual pledges, a donor
may make a multi-year pledge enabling the donor ro consider
a more significant gift.
Securities or stocks may be made as an ourrighr gift or
as payment on a pledge. Srock certificates may be reassigned
directly ro Roger Williams University or may be transferred
through an agent. The mean market value on the date of the
transfer will determine rhe value of the gift for tax purposes.

Planned Giving: Gifts of Real Estate - Insurance -

Bequests- Life Income Plans

$150,000
Department of Justice Partners with
University Justice Institute for R.I. U.S.

Each of these types of giving options is unique ro the individual. The University would be happy to explore wirh you
the many different vehicles by which these gifts may be made
ro Roger Williams University.

The Department of Justice has awarded
the Justice System Training and Research
Institute at Roger Williams University a
$150,000 grant to serve as a research partner
and crime analyst for Project Safe Neighbor-

hoods for the R.I.U.S.Attorney'sOffice.

Roger Williams University is committed to achieving new
standards of academic excellence. Your leadership gifr will
help us make this commitment a reality.

Our 2001-2002

Giving Clubs were:

Inner Circle
Chairman's Forum
President's Council
Circle of Friends
Associates Club
Founders Club
Century Club

$ I 0,000 or more
$5,000 - $9,999
$2,500 - $4,999
$1,000 - $2,499
$500 - $999
$250 - $499
$100 - $249

For more information about making a gift to rhe University
or ro make a gift, please call the Office of Development at
(401) 254-3204 or 1-800-458-7144 roll-free. You may mail
your contriburion ro rhe Development Office, Roger \v'illiams
University, One Old Ferry Road, Bristol, RJ02809-2921
Your generosity is greatly appreciated.

Matching Gifts
Today many companies encourage their employees, retirees and
spouses to contribute back to the community by offering the
donor the opportunity ro have rheir gift marched. By participating in this employer supported program, you may double or
triple your gift's impact on the University. Check with your
employer's Human Resource/Benefit Office.

students.

Attorney'sOffice ProjectSafe Neighborhoods

Donors may electro designate rheir annual gifr ro a specific
scholarship fund, program or school. Support for rhe
University's scholarship program enables the Universiry ro
ensure chat the doors of higher education remain open to
bright and deserving students regardless of their financial
circumstances.
Many of our named scholarship funds have
been established in memory of an individual who may have
had a special relationship wirh rhe Universiry.

Gifts-in-Kind such as arrwork, scientific equipment and
library materials are greatly appreciated by rhe University.
Value is determined by the donor.

The

Initiative
To Educate
Afghan Women
Paula Nirschel, Founder

Contributions
are received through our website ar
www.rwu.edu. Click on Afghan Womens Scholarship Fund.
Requests for scholarship information should be
addressed ro Paula Nirschel at the following e-mail:
pnirschel@rwu.edu.

45 Ferry Road• Bristol, Rhode Island 02809
Fax,(401) 254-3855 • E-mail: pnirschel@rwu.edu
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SPORTS
SCHEDULE

MEN'S BASKETBAll

ROGERWILLIAMSUNIVERSITY

Runners,
Tennis
Team,
winrecordthreetitlesin
oneday!

S;i.1urda~,.November 2, was rhe finesr day in
1hc Ions hisrory of Rogsr \Xlilli:1111s
Univer..,i1y :11hk:rics :1s d1rL·c team:. won Commonwl",il!

h Coa~t Conf1.:r1.·nci.:·
championships.

m:irking the tirst rime in school hisrory
dut multiple reams have won conference
champion.-..hips on the same day.
The cro::.~counrry teams scuT1.·drhc
d,iy offhy blitzing rhc opposition. The
womL11's 1c:1m won rhcir 1hircl srraighr ride
by pl.icing flvc runners in the top IO and
rcn team rncmhers in tlh.: top \ 7. They
ou1dis.1.rnccd rh1.·second pbcc squad by 51
point.-...Al!i!'lon Belanger won rhe conferLncc
r:icc

.111d w:i~

1iam1.:.·dCCC ''Runner

of rhc

Ye.tr." Diane Lcirh. Lynda \XiiIson. Mary
Beth McCbughlin and Katie Parise all
earned All-Conference recognition.
The mL:n won rhcir sc:concl straight
ritlc by pbcing seven runners in rhe rop
eight. ourpacing the second place ream by
.14 points. Freshman Ry:rn Corben won rhc
conf~rcnce ritle :rnd was named chc
"Runner of rhc Year.'' and rhc "Rookie
H.unru.:r of rhc Year.'' Jon Buell, Eric Van
T";1::.::.cl.
James Pingrcc, David Srrumski.
Nick Hass one! JJ Pruner all earned AllConference honors.

2002 Co1mno111lw1!th
Coast Crmferma
\\1/rmlt'l1S
Cross Co1111ny'!t·r1111
20

T/11' 8r1dxr

-
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tht' le11CI,
Allison f3t,fangn '0-J. Tll.'o-Ti.me
Confnmt"l' J\,/\IP Cross Co11111ry

In

The women's rennis ream won rheir
first conference championship in the 19year history of rhc sport when rhey defeated

Endicott College 5-4 in rhe championship
march. In rhar march rhe reams split rhe six
singles nurches and Endicon won ar
number rhrcc doubles ro rake a 4-3 lead.
Krista Fisk and Sara Coleman won at
number one singles ro even rhe match. Jen
Asselin and Caitlin Marshall paired ar
number two doubles and were ried 2-2
when rhey rolled off six srr,1ight wins tO
claim an 8-2 vicrory. Coleman was named
the conference "Co-Senior Scholar-Athlete
of the Year." Fisk and Coleman were borh
named 10 the All-Conference First Team in
singles and doubles, and Asselin and
MJ.rshall were named to rhe Honorable
Menrion Team in singles and doubles. The
ream finished 16-1, the besr record for any
team, men or women, in the history of
arhlerics at the University
The success did nor end there,
however, as rhe golf team recorded the
finest season in the 20-year hisrory of rhe
program wirh a 9-2 record, sening school
records for most victories and besr winning
percentage (.818). Junior Mike Jedrzejczyk
had rhe lowest score in school history, 70,
and won medalist honors again, upping his
school-record rota! of medallist J.wards ro a

Ch11111pio11 2002 Co11m1011wt'alth
Comr Co11fhcna Ch111npion 2002 Conmwnwnzfrh Comt Confermce Champion
/vlmS Cross Cou,my Temn.
\\1/omenSTennis Team.

dozen. Alex Stimpson shot the second best
round in school annals when he fired a 71,
and Justin Scanlon, Keith Boyle and Ed
Strauss all conrribured ro rhe ream's success.
The women's soccer team finished wirh
a 7-12-0 record and losr in the conference
quarterfinals 1-0 to Endicorr. Emily Seelig
was named All-Conference Second Team,
and Carolyn Smirh was named Honorable
Mention.
On rhe court, rhe women's volleyball
ream tinished 14-17 overall and also lost in
rhe conference quartertinal playoff round.
Tessa O'Keefe was named to the AllConference Honorable Mention Team, ~rnd
senior Megan Mahoney was named rhe
"Senior Scholar-Athlere Award" recipient.

The sailing ream has experienced
success on rhe water rhis foll and has been
hovering around a rop ten ranking in rhe
region for much of (he season. The ream's
top performers have been Cary Siegler,
Robert Koar, Karie Frank, Jean McCoid,
Ann La Fleur and Tom Bentley.
Ar rhc srablcs the equestrian ream has
also had a consistently solid season. They
recently finished second in rhc Wesleyan
Universiry Show and have had several riders
perform very well. In the top division, the
open division, 1\!1clinda Lawrence, Lisa
Pektor, Krysral Watkins and Naralie
Williams all have performed well. In the
inrermediarc division Sara Clark, Jillian
Cohen, Liz G:uren and i\!1egan Wilkison
have all ridden very well.
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WRESTLING

Hawkscapturefirst-everECACcrown
Although the men's rluec-year reign as
Commonwealth Coasr Conference soccer
champions came to an end, rhey focused their
attention on another goal-the 2002
Ea.stem College Arhleric Conference (ECAC)
New England Division 111Championship.
The Hawks tinished wirh an overall
record of 17-4-2 (.782), rhe best season
percentage-wise in school history! They were
I 0-0-1 in the conference regular season and
were rhe top seed in the conference tourna•
menr. Unfortunately, they ran into a derermined Colby-Sawyer College ream, losing 3-1
in a semitinal game played on Bayside Field.
While their goal of an NCAA postseason berth was dashed, they hoped they
would receive a bid to rhe ECAC Championship Tournament. A few days later, the
ECAC pairings came our with RWU earning
the number one seed in rhe tournament.
In rhe quarrertinal round, rhey used
a goal by Josh Rosen to rake a 1-0 victory
over eighth-seeded Brandeis University.

In rhe semifinal round. rhey had no
desire to end yer another tournamenr, and
secured a 1-0 vicrory over \Xlestern New
England College on Tim Amaro's goa.l ar rhe
36-minute mark. Thar ser up the championship game against \VPI ( 16-3-0.) The
Engineers jumped our to a 1-0 lead in the
tirst half, but rhc second half belonged to the
Hawks' Andrew Cambra. Corn bra scored
1:36 into rhe second holf and added rwo
more goals in the next seven minures ro
propel the squad to the 4-1 win. Tony Nunes
added the insurance rally later. Cambra, rhe
CCC "Player of the Year," was named rhe
ECAC tournament '' Most Valuable Player."
Hawk keeper Brian Fish allowed just one goal
in the rournamenr.
The championship enabled the rl1ree
seniors-Amato,
Rosen and Colin Whalenro finish their careers with four championships in four seasons. They are the only
athletes in school history ro accomplish rhar
fear 1 The ECAC crown is rhe first for an
RWU men's ream in any sporr.
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Alumni and friends turned our in full force for rhe first
ever Alumni & Family Weekend. Alumni from a range
of class years enjoyed athletic evenrs, special theater
presentations, academic receptions ar each of rhe schools,
a reception overlooking rhe excitement of midnight
madness, and much more! The highlight of rhe weekend
was rhe alumni clam boil down on Bristol Harbor ar
the new Bristol Harbor Inn. Guests enjoyed rhe lobsters
and extensive menu, along with live music and giveaways. Highlighted were rhe Classes of 1977, 1992 and
1997, who were celebrating their 25th, 1Orh and 5th
reunions respectively.

1.

Keynote speaker Linda Kadis Platzner

2.

Filmmaker Ron Tippe, '72

3.

Trustee and noted financial investor Mario J. Gabelli

4.

Mary Lee Settle autographs her book, "I, Roger Williams"

5.

Alumni and families sail Mt. Hope Bay

6.

President Nirschel and the Platzner family

7.

The Family Association raffles RWU prizes

8.

Getting ready to cheer Hawks basketball

9.

Tour of the renovated Student Union

10. Alumni SoccerTeam
11. John Franklin Fort Ill enjoying brunch with his daughter,
a University student, and members of the Nirschel family

ALUMNI

news

Findoutwhat'snewon the
RWUAlumniOnlineCommunity!

Avon Old Farms Inn
Hartford/Springfield Event
October 30, 2002
Alumni and guesrs from the Hartford/Springfield Chapter gathered at the Avon Old Farms
Inn on October 30 for an alumni reception. The special guest was President Roy J.
Nirschel, Ph.D., who premiered a video, "Bridge to the Future." The presentation was met

Have you visited rhe Roger Williams University Alumni Association's Online Community recently? If nor, do it today and check our all of the new features we have
added! Ir's getting bigger and better everyday and, with your participation, ir will
improve even more!
This FREE service is made available ro you exclusively as RWU alumni to help
build alumni connections, communications, and an exchange of information. See
what over 1,200 alumni already know - that one of the best ways ro continue a
lifelong relationship with RWU alumni is ro be part of the Alumni Online
Community.
Register today from our website at www.rwu.edu/alumni.
All you need is
a personal ID code to access the community for the first time. You will find your code above
your name on the mailing label of this issue.
Also, add your preferred e-mail address to your record and you will automatically be included in our E-Club, where you
will be rhe first to receive alumni event invitations, news, and events. Coming soon is also an alumni newsletter. Add your email today and be the first to hear what's new at RWU 1
This is a great way to locate lost friends and get back in touch with rhem 1 Look them up and plan to meet at an Alumni
Chapter event near you! Remember, the Alumni Online Community is a secure, password-protected sire available only to
Roger Williams University alumni. JOIN TODAY!

with rave reviews, and the group spent well over three hours reminiscing about old times
as classmates at RWU. Shawn Buckless, executive direcror of development and alumni
relations, and Robin Erickson, assistant director of alumni relations, were in attendance

as well. (Photos of the event are at right and below.)

Networking Event
Over 40 alumni and local business leaders gathered at
the RWU Metro Campus on September 19 for an
evening of networking. They also had the chance to
meet Tom Schumpert, former head of the Rhode
Island Economic Development Corporation, now
serving as executive director of the Metro Center and
community outreach. President Roy J. Nirschel,
Ph.D., was in attendance as well. He and Schumpert
shared their vision for the future of Roger Williams

Check out these features ...
ONLINE DIRECTORY - with regularly updated data on over
14,000 RWU alumni.
•

PERMANENT E-MAIL FORWARDING

•

CAREER CENTER SERVICES - where you can post your resume,

look for a job, offer a job, find a mentor, become a menror, and more.

SERVICE - allows

•

you rouse one e-mail address (in rhe form of username@alumni.r.vu.edu)
regardless of how many rimes you change your ISP or acrual e-mail
account.

YELLOW PAGES - where you can promote your company or

service. This is free advenising, so take advamage!

• CHAT ROOMS - where you can meet all your friends and catch up
on old rimes.

University in the Providence area.

We've told you all the Roger Williams University news. Now, we'd like to know about you. Please
cake a moment to fill out this form and return it

Alumni
Calendar of Events

Name ____________________
Address __________

For more details on these events, visit
www.rwu.edu/alumni or call 1-800-458-7144.
Ft. Meyers, Florida
LocationTBD

March16, 2003

State __

Home phone _________

Zip ________

Work phone _______

Here's my news for "Class Noces":__________________________

From left: Marry Kelly, development officer, Dr. and Mrs.
Mark Funt, Seth Funt '02, and President Royj. Nirschel pose
Roct-:R
W!UlAMS

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT www.rwu.edu FOR ADDITIONAL EVENT INFORMATION
Thr
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_

_
_

Company addres,~--------------------------------

LocationTBD
March 17, 2003

for a photo at the Funts' home during a recent visit.
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_

Presentjob title and company name

Tampa, Florida

January31-February2, 2003

Yearof Graduation/Major________
_

E-mail address_________________________________

January11, 2003
Alumni Ski Weekend
Mount Snow, VT

the address below, or e-mail us at alumn.i@rwu.edu

Ciry _______________________

Is chis a new address? D yes O no

Los Angeles/ Anaheim
CatalRestaurantand Uva Bar
Downtown Disney

to

ALUMNI

Return to: The Bridge, Office of Alumni Relations, Roger Williams University
One Old Ferry Road, Bristol, RJ02809-2921.

_
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'76 Paul Lavallee. B.S., ,lCcounting. stancd his fim software company in R.l. while finishing his dcgrel:work. After rhis
!lr~t hu.-,incss. Paul went on !O
p:1rticipatL· in several very succcs~ful software companies and
lPO'~ in the sofrw.1rc industry
and
i~ now
CEO
of
VcnturcFud.com, his software
.1dvisory board firm. Paul also
lus his 1\1\.S.A.from Providence
College.

'85

Linda Keyes {Medeiros).
B.S.. business adrninis1ration,
has run her own electrolysis office in Fall River, Mass., for the
bst seven years. After IO years
working as an accountant with
local busi1ll'SS,Linda had a Gl.reer change ofhl'art and decided
she would like IO be selfemplo)'ed. Lind.1 is married to
Thomas Keyes and has 1wo
)'Oung children.

'87 Michael
'81 Jeffrey P. Luce, B.S., businc~s:1dmini~1ration,has n:ccn1ly
hecom<: a member of the Cape
Cod Community College Board
of Trmter.:s. Jeffrey joim the
board as an Alumni Rcprcscntati\'C for the college. He currently
works as a community rd:uions
and economic development specialist for NSTAR Elccrric.
Bob Ccn1racchio. B.S.. business
administration. and his wife,
Carol. celebrated their 25th wedding :1nniversaryon October 16,
2002. Bob is currend)' emplo)'ed by Hasbro Children's
Hospital.

'82 Paulette M. Masse, 8.5., social and health services, has been
:1ppointed the homestead unit
program director for the Grand
Islander Health Ci.re Cen1er in
Middletown. where ~he will
manage ,he 36-bc.-dAlzheimer's
Unit. As an Ab.hcimcr's specialiq, Paulene has facilita1ed
caregiver ~uppori groups for
more th:m 20 years. Pauleue also
holds a M.S. in health services
administration.
John Murph)', 8.5., l'ngineering
technology, has been teaching
compu1er-aided
design and
drafting wi1h the S1:11eof Connecticut for I 6 years and is currently the Drafting & Design
Ti::chnology Department Chair.
John is also a mcmbl'r of the
Connec1icu1 statewide drafting
steering committee. John has
1hrecchildren: Courtney, age 18;
/Vl:ttthew.age 16; and Briuany.
age 14.

'84 Adam Finkelstein, 8.S ..
busincssadminis1ra1ion. recently
received his master's degree in
cosmetics/fr:1grance marketing
and management from The
Fashion Institute ofTechnology.
He currently lives in New York
City with his wife. Pani
Roihstein.
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Terrano. 13.S.,administration ofjus1icc. has been
prommed to the rank of captain
for rhe Newport Police Department. Michael has worked as a
de1ective in the vice and narcotics uni1 and as a task force agent
for 1he Federal Drug Enforccmem Administration. He has
earned numerous awards and 31
department commendations in
his 17 years on the police force.

'88

Captain
Michael
J.
Sullivan. 13.S..administration of
justice, has been named Rotary
Club Officer of the Year in
North
Kingstown,
R.I.
Michael's work on the Brandon
Arnold case in 1999 led 10 his
recognition for 1he award. He is
currentlr in charge of the support services division.

'89 Hillary Cook, 8.5.. social
and health services, has recent!)'
been awarded honorable mention for the Na1ional Nurse of
the Year by the Interim
Healthcare, Inc. corporate office.
The award is given 10 those who
exemplify the core values of lntl'rim Healthcare. Hilar)' has
been with Interim since 1998
where she is an R.N. case manager oversel·ing the majority of
lncerim's skilled care cases.
Hillary also has her master's from
Salve Regina University.
'90

Brian Olsen, B.A.. theatre,
scarred in thl' Granite Theatre's
performance of "Run for Your
\Xlife" 1his past summer. Brian
portrayed S1anleyGardner in the
production. This is the fourth
time Brian was seen on stage al
the Granite Theatre. He also
holds his M.S. in Fine Arts from
Roosevelt University in Chicago.
Pamela C. kart, B.S., adminis1ta1ion of justice. has been appointed to the rank of lieutenant for the Rhode Island State
Police Department. Pamela is a
17-year veteran and the first
woman promoted to a comm is-

4 12002

sioned officer's post in the hislOr)' of the dcpanrncnL Pamela
was most recent!)' assigned as
assistant patrol commander of
the Wickford barr.icks. Her new
assignment is panol commander
of the Chl'pachec barracks.
Pamela also has her rnas1er's in
criminal justice from Anna
Maria College.
David Oooks, 8.A .. theatre, has
recently been appointed to lead
the Customer Service Department of Duxbury Sys1ems, Inc.,
the leading Braille translati•Jn
software company worldwide.
David and his wife,Julie. arecclebra1ing their 10th Anniversary
this year :rnd are the proud parents of Caitlin Anna (born June
1999) and Zachary David (born
May 2001).

'92 Beth (Gerber) Comella,
B.S.. business administration, is
married to '92 Thomas Comella,
B.S.. business administration.
They have twin boys-Thomas
and Nicholas, and they live in
Indiana.

'93 Jeffrey Quinn,

B.S., marine
biology. has recently been accepted to the University of
Rhode Island's Ph.D. program in
biology. He will be cominuing
his research in cancer biology.
which helped him to earn his
master's degree in 2000. Jeffrey
was promoted to research project
devdopment assistant in the
Departm<:nt of Clinical Pharmacology at Rhode Island Hospital. His research interests have
brough1 him IO a lab that is
studring cutting edge ideas on
breast cancer. Their work iscurn:ncly on tour in Japan at an in1erna1ionalconference of steroid
biochemistry and cell biology.
Jeffrey was also the recipient of
the Roger Williams University
Young Alumni Achievement
Award in 2000.

'95

Edward Hull, B.A., art, is a
freelance 3-0 artist/animator
who has recendy been accepted
to the Acadcmr of An College
in S:111Francisco, Calif., to pursue a master's of fine ans degrl'c
in 3-0 modeling and animation.
Some of the instructors who
teach at this institution also work
for Disney/Pixar and Industrial
Ligh1and Magic (Star \'(/ars). He
is married to ·95 Melissa Hull
(Baker), B.Arch .. architec1urc,
who currently works for RuhlParr and Associates, P.S., as an

architectural designer. They arc
in 1he process of designing one
of the largest casino projects in
the Northwest. They will be
moving to Scaulc in January of
2003.

'96 Elizabeth G. Smith, B.S.,
business management, has reCl'rHly joined 1he srnff at the
Brown University
Alumni
Magazine as an office manager.
She recently worked al Calibri
in Cranston, R.I.
Andrew White. B.A.. history, is
currently assigned IO Operation
Noble Eagle II in White Sand
Missile Range in New Mexico.
Andrew and his wife, Ashleigh.
arc expecting their first child this
foll.

'97 Patricia Coppolino, B.S.,
environmenral chemistry, has recently joined Ross Environmenrnl Associates, Inc. in Stowe, V1.
She will be responsible for managing environmemal site assessments. remediation projects, and
OSHA training programs.
Patricia is a certilled OSHA
trainer.
Matthew P.Johnson, B.A., English, was promoted IO lieutenant in the Fall River Fire Department on October 4, 2002.

'97 Heidi Otto, B.S., marine biology, to Howard Senft on October 5, 2002. Heidi is employed
by Environmenrnl Resource Associa1es. Four Roger Williams
alumni were in attendance:
Jodie York, '96, B.S., marine biology; Kristen Deckert. '96.
B.S., marine biology; Kellr
(Callahan) O'Ne;II, '96, 8.$.,
marine biology; and Stacey
(Foley) Kercrc, '96, B.S., marine
biology. The couple resides in
Arvada, Colo.
'98 Daniel A. Ferry, B.S., mechanical engineering 1cchnology,
to Margarc1 A. Byrnes on May
18, 2002. Daniel is employed
by Cole-Hersee, Inc. After a
honeymoon in Bermuda, the
couple resides in Cumberland,
R.l.
Silvia Lahrsscn, B.S., environmental engineering, to Paul
Burt, '99, 8.5., marine biologr.
on Ocmbcr 5, 2002, in a civil
ceremonr at Sakon net Vineyards
in Liule Compton. R.I. Silvia is
finishing her master of landscape
architecture at North Carolina
State Universir)'. Paul is working on his Ph.D. in oceanography at The College of William
& Mary. The couple resides in
Glouccs1er Point, Virginia.

'99

Marriages

Michele L. Paris. teaching
certificate,
to Manhew T.
O'Brien on June 23, 2002.
Michele is a teacher for the
Providence School Oepartmcn1.
The)' visited Sedona, Ariz .. and
San Antonio, Texas, on their
honeymoon,
and reside in
\'(/arwick, R. I.

'92

'00

'99

David Streat, 8.5.. industrial technologr, will retire from
the Air Force after 20 years of
service.
He will reside in
Belleville, Ill., with his wife,
Brenda.

Erica C. Levis, 8.A., ans,
to John M. Thorpe on June 15,
2002. Erica is employed by
Smash, Inc. in Bos1on,Mass. After a honeymoon in Hawaii, the
couple resides in Brookline.
Mass.

Bruce A. Tavares, B.S.,
criminal justice, to Chassity
Leduc on April 13, 2002. Bruce
is employed by the city of Fall
River.. Following a honeymoon
in the Dominican Republic, the
couple resides in Somerset, Mass.

'93 Jeffrey Quinn,

'O 1 Nicole Nazario. B.S., envi-

B.S.. marine
biology, co Stephanie Lcuenroth
on October 19, 2002. Jeffrey is
emplored by Rhode Island Hospital Division ofC\inica.l Pharmacology as a research projeCI development assistant. The couple
resides in Hope Valley,R.I.

'96 Todd C. Chase,

8.A.. com•
munications,
IO Joanna
C.
Procaccini on July 6. 2002.
Todd operates Chase Res1ora1ions. After a honeymoon in
Italy. the couple resides in
Killingworth, Conn.

ronmental engineering, to Mark
Zuena, '02, B.S., engineering,
on May 25. 2002. Nicole is a
second lieutenant in the Uni1cd
Scares Army, and Mark is employed as an engineer. After a
honeymoon in the Bahamas, the
couple resides in Maryland.

Births
'83

Cy and Pascal Ring
Peterson, on July 30, 2002, to
Elizabeth Ring, B.A., liberal arts,
and husband, Erik. The ,wins
arc 1he couple's first children.

'87 Sawyer Mau hew 13usny,on
October 8. 2002, 10 Marc
Busny, B.S., business adminis1ra1ion, and his wife.

Courtney and Rilt'y Delehanty
on July 2002 to Sarah (Adams)
Delehanty, B.A.. communications, and her husband, Patrick
Delehanty. 8.Arch .. archi1ec1ure. They join big sisters Annie,
age 5, and Lilly, age 3.

'90 Scan Thomas

Ryan, on Sep1ember 16, 2002, to Peter D.
Ryan, B.S., electrical cngirm:ring, and his wife, Lynda. Sl'an
is 1hc couple's second child.
Alyssa icok, on July 23. 2002
to Stephen Drab, B.S.. accounting, and his wife. Lori. Alyssa is
the couple's second child.
Lilly Emma, on April 18, 2002,
co Jodi (Taubman) Heller, B.S.,
marketing and her husband,
Allan. Lilly is the couple's first
child.

Huggins, on August
28, 2002. to Marshall Huggins,
B.S., business administration,
and his wife, Manha. Wyatt
joins his older brother, Liam.

'93 John

Alexander. on July 3,
2002. to Wendy {Jcntoft)
Pcrcgolisc, B.S.. psychology, and
her husband, John. His older
sis1er.Jordan. 2, welcomed John.
Logan James. on Sep1ember 26.
2002, ro Craig Rogers, B.S..
business administration, and his
wife, Karen.
Logan is the
coupk.'s fim child.
James William LePage, on Ot'cember 27, 200 I, to Mark R.
LePage, AIA, B.A., architecture,
and his wife, Annmarie. James
is the couple's first child.

'94 Sydne)' Elaine Horn, on
Junl' I 6, 2002. 10 Heather
(Kain) Horn, B.S., business administra1ion, and her husband,
Jim. Sydney is 1he couple's first
child.

'91 Kelly Littler, on April 27,
2002, to Monica M. (Maurizi)
Littler, B.S., business administration, and her husband, Smart.
Kelly is welcomed by her older
brother, Charli<:.
Joshua Paul Allan. on May 12.
2002, to Meg (Ryan) Allan,
B.A., business administration.
and her husband, Paul. Joshua
joins older sis1er, Hannah.
Anna Reese, on January 21,
2002, 10 Andrew Wilkinson,
B.S.. architecture. and his wife.
Jill. Anna is the couple's first
child.
Lucas Barnes, on Ociober 12.
2002, to Lynda Barnes, B.S..
business administr.ition, and her
husband, Mark. Lucas is the
couple's first child.
Illianna Jacqueline Eufemia
Britto on June 25, 2002, IO
Danielle (Lataille) Brit10, '91,
L99, B.S., paralegal studies, and

Liam Wade Cooney on Augus1
10. 2002, IO Pa1rick Cooney,
B.S., history and his wifr.
Tabitha (Grinold) Cooney '96.
B.S., marketing. Liam is the
couple's first child.

'95 John David Manocchio, on
April 8, 2002, 10 Alicia
(Calarcse) Manocchio, B.A.,
communic.1.tions. and her husband,
David Manocchio,
B.Arch., architec1ure. John is the
couple's first child.
Elijah Robin Leighton, on June
5, 2002. to Amie (Bourassa)
Leighton, B.Arch.. archircc1ure,
and her husband. Eric Leighton.
B.Arch., archi1ecturc. Elijah is
the couple's first child.
Jackson Thomas, on July 27.
2002, to Kristy {Mondo)
Swiniarski, B.S., administra1ion
of jus1ice. and her husband,
Mark. Jackson is the couple's
firs1 child.

J.D., RalphR. Pap;110School
of
Law, and her husband, Robert.
lllianna was welcomed b)' her
older sister, Isabel, 4, and her
brother, Isiah, I 1/2.

'97 Liam Eric McCabe, on June
7, 2002, IO Veronica (Robles)
McCabe, B.S., parnlcgal studies.
and her husband. Eric. Liam is
the couple's first child.

'92 Wyatt

'89 Kevin James Tucker, on February 28. 2002. 10 Karen Marie
(Fardy) Tucker. B.S., marketing.
and her husband. Douglas.
Kevin is 1he couple's firs1 child.
The family resides in Northboro.
Mass.

'96, B.S., markc1ing. M. Owen
is the couple's first child.

M. Owen Murray on Augus1 9.
2002. to Ma1thcw Murray. B.S.,
business administration. and his
wife. Kelly (Rooney) Murray

Madeline Mae Johnson. on July
17, 2002, 10 Ma11hew P.
Johnson, B.A., English, and his
wife. Melissa. Madeline is the
couple's first child.

Deaths
'73 G«gory J. Roch. ll.S.. d;cd
June 22, 2002. He was the husband of Elaine M. (Menna}
Roch. Mr. Roch was an appraiser for 11 years with his
brothers for Roch Appraisal Co.
He also coached soccer for 20
years with both d1t· Coventry
Soccer Association and also the
Coventry High School girl's soccer te:i.rn. Mr. Roch was the
founder and pas1 president of 1he
\'(/est Warwick Volleyball league,
which was established in 1970.
He was ,he leagues' longcst-plaring participant. His wife. his
father, Marcel J. Roch; three
sons, Gregory J. Roch II. Matthew J .. and Andrew J.P Roch;
two daughters, Ellen-Ann T. and
Sara V. Roch: two bro1hers.
Gerald M. and James R. Roch:
and two sisters. Karen A.
Richardson :rnd Barbara L.
Roch, survive him.
Robert Emerich Scio.er, B.S..
architceture/civil engineering,
died June 30. 2007.. at home. He
was the son the late Robert Light
and Viole1 (Ruhl) Seh,;er. Mr.
Selrzer was an clcc1ricalengineer
for GE and Electric Boat for
most of his life. He served on
the Coveniry Town Council in
1976. He was an airborne radar
oper.itor in the Navy from I 9521956. A daughter, Ivy Marie
Senerchia; two sons. Robert
Emerich and John George Seltzer: two sisters, Ellen ora King
and Sara Ann Daubcn:
a
brother. James Edward Selrz.er;
and six grandchildren survive
him. He was the brother of che
late Evelyn May and George
Henry Sclri.cr.
Valerie (Kamph) Taylor. B.A..
philosophy. died August IS.
2001. ShcwasthewifrofWilliam Taylor and 1he daughter of
Beatrice and Frederick Kamph.
Mrs. T:lylor was a Professor a1
Palomar College and a member

of the Rancho Bernardo Community Presbyterian Church,
and the Rancho Bernardo New
England Club. In addition 10
her husband and paren1s. cwo
~ans, Stephen, and Bruce 1:1ylor;
rwo daughten, Stacey Taylor and
Kristen Linn; a brother, Kurt
Kamph: and four grandchildren
survive her.

'75 John H. Stewardson, Jr.,
B.A., lmerdivision. died on June
4, 2002. He was the husband of
Ru1h Shirley (Gill) Stewardson.
fvlr. Stewardson was a \'Vorld
War I I Navy veteran of the Paci fie. He joined 1he New
Bedford Fire Department afier
his avy service in ,he 1970s.
He was· among 1he llrst city
firefighrer:, to complete requirements for an associate's degree in
fire scil'nce. For a 1ime, he
taught llrl' science at Bristol
Cornmuni1y College and Sunday school at \'(/csley United
M~rhodis1 Church.
addition
to his wife. he is survived b\' a
daugh1er. Sharon Henness/; a
son. John Stewardson: three
grandchildren. Barry and Gary
Garcia
and
Christopher
Hennessy; four step-grandchildren and 1wo stc.·p-great-grandchildren. He was the.·brother of
1hc late Donald and Kenneth
Stewardson.

I,;

'76 Timothy F. Tucker, 8.5..
accouming. died on Augus1 U.
2002. He was the husband of
Gloria (Fox) Tucker and che ~on
of Donald 0. Tucker. Mr.
Tucker worked for the U.S.
Posrnl Service for 16 vear,. He
had also been a clain~s adjuster
for Amica and Metropolitan Life
Insurance Companies. He was
a veteran of 1he N.1.v:1.I
Reserve
and a longtime parishioner of St.
James Church, North Providence, R.I. Besides his wife and
father. he is survived b,• a son.
Bre11Tucker.
•
'79 Steven G.

Bornstein, A.A..
liberal am, died Jurl(.' I, 2002.
He was the husband of Janet
Marie (Sou1..:1)
Bornstein and the
son of Alan and Ruth (Bloom)
Bornstein. Mr. Bornstein was a
technical service specialist a1 Creative Marcrials in Tyngsboro.
Mass. Besides his wife and parents, he leaves a son and daugh1er. Mikhala
and Jeremy
Bornstein: 1wo brothers. Jay and
Eric Bornstein: and several
nieces, nephews, aun1s, uncles
and cousins.

ROGER

'80 Ralph Hudak. B.S.,elccmcal engmecring technology. died
June 12. 2002. ~1r. Hudak y,,,1.~
a Navy Veteran of the Vietnam
\'(/ar, ~crvmg m chc Scalx:cs. I le
had been employed by the Massachu.scus Uectric Company of
Attleboro, ,\1a.ss.. in the overhead
line department before rctmng.
Twosom, ,\lat1hl-..\ andAndrev.
Hudak: a siHer. Cathermc
Phelps: two bro1hcrs, Ronald
and 1\fichacl I ludak: and mccc\
and nephew\ rnr\'1vc him.

ALUMNI,
WENEED
YOU!
Here is your chance
get invoked wilh
Roger Williams
University.
Become a.n active
member of lhe Roger
lO

\Villiams University
Alumni Association and
tell us what yQ_!! wa.m!
Share your time and
talent with us in the
following
ways:
• Become part of your
local alumni chapter
Join your chapter's
steering committee and
assist with the plannrng
of the next alumni event
in your area

• Apply to becomea
member of the Alumni
Association Board of
D1rectors.
• Be a class agent
• Speak on a career day
panel and share your
Roger Willtams and
professional experiences.
• Represent the
University at your local

high school fa;,.
• Represent your
company as part of our
on-campus recruiting
program.
• Become a mentor.
• Allow a student to
shadow you for a day 1n
your profession.
If you are interested
in pursuing any of these
volunteer opportunities,

pleasee-mail Robin
Erickson, Assistant
Director of Alumni
Relations, at
rerickson@rwu.edu.
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from the market. And it was litigation that exposed the hazards of

inquiring about the temperature of their hot beverages and

countless products, from exploding Ford Pintos and General

whether they made changes after the McDonald's case. None

Motors pick-up trucks with side-saddle gas tanks to overturning

answered my question.

Ford Explorers with Firestone tires. The goal of the propaganda

For many years, big business and its allies have

responsibility from terrorists to airlines. Once

conducted a propaganda campaign designed to

lawsuits were filed, the airlines would be at

Burger King, Dunkin' Donuts, and Wendy's restaurants armed with

Having successfully laid the groundwork, big business is persuading

persuade America that its civil justice system is

the mercy of a system wildly out of control.

a thermometer and instructions to purchase coffee and hot

state legislatures and Congressto protect it from having to be held

chocolate and immediately take their temperature. He found no

accountable in the courts.

out of control. Their successful strategy has

This portrait has been skillfully painted

So I dispatched my research assistant to eight local McDonald's,

campaign is to make it possible to shield business from lawsuits.

been to paint a portrait of a Mad Hatter world

by stories of courts reaching inane results.

beverage hotter than 157 degrees. Moreover, the hot chocolate at

of avaricious lawyers, fluff-headed jurors, and

The most infamous tort case involves a

two of the chains was 7 to 9 degrees cooler than their coffee,

wacky judges.

woman who won a $2.9 million jury verdict

which suggests they may have made changes that will save people

levels to erect or preserve obstacles to citizen lawsuits. One

against McDonald's after burning herself with

from serious burns.

strange example is HMOs. Should someone who has been

Yet this portrayal is untrue, and it's having
disturbing consequences.

a cup of hot coffee. She had purchased coffee

It is telling, for example, that on Sept. 12the day after the terrorist's attacks-the

airline

industry was already lobbying Congress to
immunize it from potential lawsuits. The airlines
Newark,

improperly denied critical medical treatment by an HMO be able

therefore, the McDonald's case illustrates how litigation brings to

cup between her legs to remove the cover,

light unreasonably dangerous corporate practices and gives

the Supreme Court that federal legislation designed to protect

and spilled it.

businessesan incentive to correct them. The case is merely the

employee retirement accounts barred lawsuits against HMOs

But let's look carefully at this case. The

security at the airports used by the highjackers-Logan,

Rather than being an example of a cockamamie system,

The airlines were only the latest to win special protection. Big
business has been lobbying for years at both the state and federal

at the restaurant's drive-thru window, put the

trial evidence showed that McDonald's served

had reason to worry, since they controlled

its coffee between 180 and 190 degrees Fahrenheit while coffee

to seek redress in the courts, The insurance industry persuaded

best known of many litigation horror stories. But I have yet to run

(an interpretation many considered implausible). In large measure,

into one that holds up on careful examination.

the fight over a Patients' Bill of Rights has been about overturning

The reality is that juries are not as soft-hearted as many people

this interpretation.

and Dulles-and had selected and supervised the private companies

made at home is between 130 and 140 degrees, and that over the

believe. Studies show that jurors approach caseswith a moderate

that performed passenger screening there.

past 1O years the company had received 700 reports of patrons

antiplaintiff bias. According to one survey, 80 percent of jurors said

butions, big business is steadily pushing back the ability of citizens

Some airline officials knew that one of the companies had

Through an inexorable march fueled with large political contri-

severely burning themselves with its coffee. The 79-year-old

they believed there are too many frivolous lawsuits, and only one-

to bring them to court. Nearly every state has enacted some form

recently pleaded guilty to staffing security checkpoints with

woman suffered third degree burns and spent eight days in the

third believed that most people who file lawsuits have legitimate

of so-called "tort-reform"

untrained employees, some of whom had criminal records, and

hospital undergoing skin grafts. It took her two years to recover,

grievances.

business from citizens. Pharmaceutical companies are now on

that federal regulators testing airport systems had been able to

and 16 percent of her body was permanently scarred.

breech security 117 times within four months, succeeding on
68 percent of their attempts.

Before trial, the woman offered to settle for $10,000, but
McDonald's refused. So she proceeded to trial asking for compen-

Whether lax security made the highjackings possible or, if it did,
whether the airlines should be held liable, are questions no one

satory damages-based on the difference between the injuries
she would have suffered if she had spilled 140-degree coffee and

could have attempted to answer responsibly on Sept. 12. Why then

injuries caused by McDonald's coffee-and

did the airlines think-correctly

The jury awarded $200,000 in compensatory damages; the rest

as it turned out-that

they could

punitive damages.

lobby for immunization from lawsuits? Why didn't they expect

was punitive damages to punish McDonald's for selling super-

that their actions-while

heated coffee. The judge found that McDonald's was guilty of

families did not know whether their loved

ones were alive or dead and a stunned nation was still trying to

wanton and callous conduct, but nevertheless reduced the punitive

determine what had happened and why-would

award to $480,000. And because the jury found the plaintiff 20

be viewed as

premature and selfish?

percent responsible for her injuries, her compensatory award was

The airlines calculated that they could lobby widely and
effectively because they knew that the propaganda campaignthrough organizations such as the American Tort Reform Association,

reduced by 20 percent to $160,000. McDonald's appealed, but
settled the case before the appellate court reviewed it.
The trade publication Tea & Coffee Journal stated, "Regardless

which large corporations have established and funded for this

of your views on the legal system .. the incidents of people spilling

purpose-had

hot coffee on themselves raise issuesthat the coffee industry

been getting results.

Americans no longer believed that the courts could be trusted to

needs to be aware of and take very seriously." Wendy's reevaluated

act responsibly. And if that were true, then it would seem sensible

its hot chocolate, sold mostly to children at a scalding 180 degrees,

for the airlines to have acted before lawyers could begin shifting

and decided to suspend selling that product until it could lower
the temperature.
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It was litigation, not regulatory agencies, that drove asbestos

system, I sent letters to a number of national fast-food chains
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Plaintiffs are currently winning about 30 percent of medical
malpractice cases and 40 percent of product liability cases.
There has been significant growth in very large jury verdicts in
recent years. About 8 percent of them now exceed $1 million, and

legislation that is designed to protect

Capitol Hill asking Congress to grant them immunity should there
be problems with the vaccines they are selling to
the government to help combat bioterrorism.
But granting industry special protection is dangerous. For it is

there have been a couple of billion-dollar verdicts. Large verdicts

in the courts, and perhaps there alone, that citizens can require

make headlines, but a jury verdict is not the end of a case. Verdicts

business to account for its cor,duct.

are subject to review by both the trial judge and appellate courts,
and three-quarters of all jury verdicts in excess of $1 million are
reduced or eliminated.
The litigation system is fundamentally sound and needed more
than ever. The growth of money in politics has meant a growth
in business'sability to work its will in the political branches of
government and in the regulatory agencies. It may be no surprise
that the Federal Aviation Administration did not ban knives after
a Japanese airliner was highjacked at knife-point in 1999 when
doing so would have increased security costs and slowed passenger
screening. And it is no surprise that Congress welcomed airline
lobbyists with open arms on the day after the September 11
attacks when one considers the industry contributed $12 million to
politicians over the past three years.

Editor'sNote: Thisarticle also appeared ,n the FocusCommentary
and AnalysisSectionof The BostonSundayGlobe.
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Construction and renovations at the Paolino Recreation Center continue . ..

I
I

The steel is going up! The crowned roof over rhe gymnasium rakes shape as rhe erection of srrucrural sreel begins.

